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« An anniversary to remember
From Norway with love »

Is positive a negative?
Kuntz and Company takes on HIV

by Lily Olason

If there is one word that doesn’t describe a Kuntz and Company show, it would be ‘timid.’ Bellingham’s own
dance and theater crew worked absolute wonders with their newest Positive at the Firehouse, and left audiences
thinking. In fact, we thought the whole way through. This is info-tainment at its absolute best.

Detailing the facts and shedding the stereotypes of a global HIV epidemic, the cast presents an ethereal expo of
life, of love, and of humanity. To say the least, this is deep stuff. The set alone sends thoughts on a gossamer
tangent, because there’s little else but fabric and exquisite lighting (Mark Kuntz). Shadows block on curtains and
throw themselves on the floor. Outlines patch the stage as actors dance in red light. Visually, the work is
spectacular and symmetrical, ordered and fantastic.
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Utilizing a beautifully art-house feel, director Pam Kuntz blends dance and drama seamlessly. Dialogue flows

sometimes, and is short and staccato in others where dancing reigns. From two doctors (Annie Hewlett and

Sarah Schermer) to real-life HIV patient Charles Gordon, “I need to take your blood.” “I need to take your

pulse.” “I need to take your weight.” “I need to take your pulse.” All while dancing in perfect togetherness, and

moving around what seems an homage to a canvas.

Throughout, a main source of back-and-forth dialogue includes Kuntz and Gregory G. Schott as brother and

sister. Sprinkled between scenes, the pair’s sibling act is sharp, witty, and warm, effortlessly portrayed. They

grow up together and he reveals his homosexuality on a beach in a haze of pot smoke. This scene was fabulous

and utilized faux-pipes masterfully.
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Sheila Goodwin serves as top-notch, other-worldly interviewer, when each of nine victims succumbs to the

disease. Kuntz’s take on this is incredibly sensitive and artistic, and brings out incredible skill in every dancer

there. The movement is fluid, glassy, transparent, and just about every inch of the stage is used up and

choreographed to the moment. We can heartily thank performers Hewlett, Schermer, Schott, Ian Bivins, Stephen

Harvey, Angela Kiser, Pam Kuntz, Ella Mahler, and Jessica Young for that.

The musical end of this show doesn’t disappoint, either. An eclectic, yet purposeful score breathes further life

into the work, as does a bilingual narration of HIV patient Adriana Viggers. From incredibly poignant lyrics to

insightful instrumentals, this piece comes to full fruition with the help of some well-selected audio (Kiser).

HIV positives Viggers and Gordon bring a reality and humanistic element to an artful show. This piece, as

established from Goodwin’s opening monologue, is about stories. People, not cold hard data. Life. From

sweeping fabric to polka dancing, and sadness to strong human togetherness, this work opens eyes. It changes

decades of misinformation and perception. Take this exchange from the heart of the performance: “Can we still

hang out?” “Don’t touch me.” “Can we still get coffee tomorrow, though?” to a better, more honest

understanding.
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Positive is another gem from Kuntz and Co., and it’ll leave you better off than it found you. Performances run

February 6th – 9th and 13th – 16th at 7:30 at the Firehouse Performing Arts Center, 1314 Harris Avenue in

Fairhaven. Advance tickets are available through Village Books (360-671-2626), and are $15 general admission

and $12 for seniors and students. Call 360-510-4711 for more information or see the Kuntz and Company

website at http://www.kuntzandco.org/. Don’t miss out!
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